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Billing Executive  

Who we are 

Focus Edumatics is a leading ed-tech company that has been offering innovative solutions in the fields 

of online tutoring and e-learning for more than 15 years. It is a place that creates technology-driven 

solutions to everyday practical challenges faced in education delivery to improve the teaching-learning 

process. The company's B2B client base includes universities, publishers, and corporates across the 

US. Currently, the company caters to 1000 + schools and 300,000 students. We empower individuals 

to solve, create and deliver adaptable solutions. Here is an opportunity to join our dynamic team and 

build your dream career. 

About the role 

 The billing executive is primarily responsible for providing invoice/billing data across to the various 
business lines and billing history management. Generate the best value for the company through 
accurate and timely invoicing and effective management of account’s billing parameters and records 
Manage purchase orders, proposals, sales orders, pay as you go accounts, and translate these to 
billing records.Maintain accurate billing reports and coordination with other cross functions to 
achieve scalability and consistency in billing and reporting 
 

What you will do 

- Working with US/Global team concerning invoicing duties 
- Prepare, raise and issue sales invoices, ensuring compliance with relevant contract/PO and 

that all required backup documents are included 
- Create, maintain, update & check billing schedules incorporating all charges in preparation 

for submission of invoices 
- Tracks spend/consumption on accounts against PO value committed to by clients 
- Liaising with US/Global team to assist with responding to any invoicing queries from clients 
- Review/Track accounts without contract/PO billing parameters and coordinate with 

US/global teams to provide the necessary documentation 
- Provide guidance and support to US/Global teams with regards to the updating of billing 

schedules and recoverable/Unbilled account costs and charges to be included periodically 
- Assist in the preparation of billing manifest and other billing required reporting and ensure 

submission following corporate requirements and timetable 
- Assist with accurate internal and external daily, weekly, monthly, and other frequency 

contract reports, and facilitating reviews with responsible managers 
- Monitoring and reporting of spend/consumption against client purchase order values, and 

billing parameters highlighting when spend in reaching PO amount or threshold 
- Review of invoices and their schedules to ensure that they are presented to the client 

correctly and promptly such that they are paid on the due date 
- Other work as directed by management. 

Who you are 

- Bachelors/master’s degree Holder with a finance background 
- Previous invoice generation experience 
- Candidates shall have good communication skills and are self-motivated to deal with high-

pressure situations. 
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- Experience with using computer software (Microsoft Office tools) 
- MS Excel data management and reports development knowledge using foundational excel 

formulas. 
- Able to adopt the dynamic billing concepts/parameters of continuous improvement towards 

streamlining the entire billing function 
- Ability to work towards deadlines, and flexible to ensure completion/submission of tasks 

timely 
- Organized and methodical, with an attention to detail attitude and intentions to quickly 

adapt to demanding business expectations 
- Experience in developing processes, bringing in improvements, and streamlining the 

processes with innovative ideas  
- Willing to work in night shifts 

 
Interested? 

If you are interested, please drop us an email to careers@focusedumatics.com along with your CV 

and a brief cover letter on why you are interested in this position. 
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